We perform large-scale molecular dynamics simulations to study shock-induced melting transition of idealized hexagonal columnar nanocrystalline Cu. The as-constructed nanocrystalline Cu consists of unrotated (reference) and rotated columnar crystals, relative to the columnar axis. Shock loading is applied along three principal directions of the columnar Cu: two transverse (zigzag and armchair) and one longitudinal directions. Dynamic local melting processes are highly anisotropic with respect to the shock directions. For the transverse directions, hotspot effect and disparate dynamic responses of grains with different orientations may lead to partial or complete premelting of the initially rotated grains, which in turn leads to transient supercooling and heterogeneous recrystallization, and thus, the formation of nanocrystalline solids with modified grain structures or solid-liquid mixtures, depending on the extent of supercooling. With increasing shock strengths, the reference grains melt heterogeneously at interfaces and homogeneously inside. Conversely, "bulk" premelting of the rotated grains is absent for the longitudinal direction, except for grain boundary melting. The progression of recrystallization or heterogenous melting diminishes and eventually eliminates the transient premelting or superheating of the system via latent heat and thermal diffusion. Premelting or superheating appears unlikely for bulk melting or well-defined Hugoniot states, if the thermal and mechanical equilibria are achieved, and the thermodynamic melting curve coincides with the partial melting Hugoniot states of a polycrystalline solid. © 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx
I. INTRODUCTION
Melting transition under shock loading is of fundamental importance in condensed matter physics, high-pressure physics, and geophysical and planetary sciences, and extensively experimental and theoretical investigations have been conducted. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] In practice, shock melting temperature is sometimes inferred from the intercept of Hugoniots with thermodynamic melt curves extrapolated from low pressures to high pressures, since measurements on the melting curves above 100 GPa still remain a challenge even for static loading. In addition, we need to consider two drastic differences between static and shock loading: one is that a shocked solid undergoes nonhydrostatic states, and the other one is the contrast in strain and heating rates between static and shock loading. 14 Moreover, due to the highly transient nature of shock events, it is extremely challenging to measure directly the thermal properties of a shocked material, in particular for optically opaque metals.
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are advantageous for their spatial and temporal resolutions, and have been exploited as a powerful tool for simulating or modeling shock response of solids and revealing the underlying microscopic mechanisms. Significant insights have been gained from MD simulations into the melting transition of various kinds of materials under shock loading. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] For example, it is found in a) Electronic mail: he_anmin@iapcm.ac.cn b) Electronic mail: sluo@pims.ac.cn some defect-free face-centered-cubic (fcc) metals, like Cu, Al, and Pt, that the melting transition is highly anisotropic, and premelting and superheating can be achieved for different shock directions. [20] [21] [22] On the other hand, defects facilitate heterogeneous melting and reduce or even eliminate the superheating effect. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] Our MD simulations of shock melting of a Cu bicrystal with a twist grain boundary (GB) demonstrated that the high-energy twist GB reduces the extent of superheating significantly; 29 the constituent grains in this simple bicrystal model are essentially the same with respect to the shock direction. More complex microstructure (e.g., different GB characteristics) and anisotropy in shock-induced melting remain to be fully explored.
There are some outstanding questions with regards to shock-induced melting of polycrystalline solids, e.g., whether premelting and superheating exist, what their extents are, and where a Hugoniot lies with respect to the corresponding thermodynamic melting curve. As a natural extension, here we study the melting transition of hexagonal columnar nanocrystalline Cu under various shock loading conditions. This idealized model is a reasonable simplification of realistic polycrystalline structures with abundant random GBs; thus, it is easier for us to analyze the detailed melting dynamics, and to connect them with the characteristics of shock wave propagation and the pre-existing defects (microstructure). Our simulations and analyses reveal rich phenomena, including anisotropy, premelting, superheating, re-crystallization, partial annihilation of grain boundaries, and their spatial and temporal evolutions, as well as the underlying microstructure origins.
Section II briefly describes the methodology for MD simulations and analyses, followed by results and discussions (Sec. III). The summary is drawn in Sec. IV.
II. METHODOLOGY
Luo et al. 30 investigated the low-pressure shock response of idealized hexagonal columnar nanocrystalline Cu, including plasticity, local shear, and spall damage during dynamic compression, and subsequent release and tension. In this study, we focus on the shock melting behavior of the same model system. The tabulated embedded atom method (EAM) potential developed by Mishin et al. 31 is also adopted to describe the interactions among Cu atoms. The accuracy of this potential for melting has been validated rigorously and agrees well with experiments. 21, 34 A Voronoi tessellation method is used to construct an idealized hexagonal columnar microstructure unit which contains six grains of identical hexagonal shape within the three-dimensional (3D) periodic cell. The grain diameter is about 26 nm. The columnar axis is along the [100] crystallographic direction and the thickness along this axis is about 7.2 nm. There are three types of grains as defined in Fig. 1 : type 1 grain is the reference grain for rotation; type 2 and 3 grains are rotated around the columnar axis by 60
• and 30
• relative to type 1 grains, respectively. Thus, only high energy, asymmetric grain GBs with a misorientation angle of 30
• are present, and each grain has three pairs of parallel sides (k-m). The microstructure unit (∼1 630 000 atoms) is then relaxed with the conjugate gradient method and thermalized at the ambient conditions with the constant-pressuretemperature (NPT) ensemble and 3D periodic boundary conditions.
The transverse (T1 and T2) and longitudinal (L) directions shown in Fig. 1 define the coordinate system of our simulations. Since the GBs form a honeycomb shape, T1 and T2 are also referred to as zigzag and armchair, respectively. Each of the three directions is chosen as the shock loading axis and denoted as the x-axis, and the other two, y-axis and z-axis, respectively. To construct the targets for shock loading simulations, the unit configuration is replicated by 3, 5, and 25 times along the corresponding x-axis. The dimensions of the resulting configurations are about 200 nm × 40 nm × 7 nm, 200 nm × 68 nm × 7 nm, and 180 nm × 68 nm × 40 nm, containing about 4 800 000, 8 000 000, and 40 000 000 atoms, respectively. Prior to shock loading, the as-constructed targets are further equilibrated with NPT ensemble and 3D periodic boundary conditions under ambient conditions.
The shock simulations adopt the microcanonical ensemble. Shock wave is generated using the momentum mirror method where the target impacts a wall of infinite mass at a velocity −u p along the x-axis, and a shock is induced in the opposite direction. Right before the shock wave reaches the opposite end of the target, an absorbing boundary condition (absorbing wall) 32 is applied. From this point onward, the initial particle velocity associated with the passage of the shock front is maintained and long-time dynamical processes of the shocked material can be monitored. For comparison, dynamical responses of monocrystals with orientations identical to type 1 and type 2 grains are also investigated, with shock loading along the T1-direction. The equation of motion is integrated via the Verlet algorithm with a time step of 1 fs in all simulations. The instant when the target impacts the momentum wall is set as the time origin in the following discussions.
We perform 2D binning analysis to resolve spatially such physical properties as stress (σ ij ), pressure (P), potential energy (E p ), and temperature (T). The center-of-mass velocity of a bin is removed when calculating σ ij and T. The bin width is 6 Å which is slightly larger than the cutoff distance of the EAM potential. Order parameter ψ introduced by Morris and Song 33 is utilized to identify atoms in liquid and solid structures, which has been successfully used to describe the micromorphological and dynamics properties of melting under both equilibrium and shock conditions. [27] [28] [29] 34 ψ of an atom is defined as
where N c is the coordination number and vector r refers to the atom and its nearest neighbors. The set of N q direction vectors q is chosen such that exp(iq · r) = 1 for any vectors r connecting nearest neighbors in a perfect fcc lattice. For the hexagonal nanocrystal, three sets of q are chosen, each for a constituent grain. In practice, ψ is usually averaged among an atom and its nearest neighbors yielding the local order parameter of the atom, which can better represent the local disordering. The global order parameter is also used in the following discussion which is defined as the average of ψ over all the atoms in a particular region.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For single crystal Cu, it has been found that the solid is superheated by about 20% shocked along the [100] direction before it melts. In contrast, premelting of the solid is observed when it is shocked along the [110] and [111] directions. 21 Here, for the columnar nanocrystalline Cu system, Fig. 2 shows the shock state T H (P) relations shocked along three principal directions with u p ranging from 2.0 to 3.5 km s −1 . Here, subscript H denotes Hugoniot. The Hugoniot states, where the system has achieved thermal and mechanical equilibria within MD time scales, are obtained from the plateau Hayes et al. 3 on polycrystalline Cu where they gave an impact pressure of 265 ± 6 GPa for completely melting. Bulk melting of the nanocrystalline Cu shows negligible superheating or premelting, as seen from the 1D analyses. However, the dynamic relaxation process from the initial shock compression state to the final thermal equilibrium state, in particular local melting or crystallization, exhibits a strong anisotropy as discussed below.
When a shock wave propagates in a polycrystalline solid, the shock front structure may change dynamically as it traverses a different local microstructure. Figure 4 shows the 2D distribution of σ xx for the T1-direction loading with u p = 2.5 km s −1 . The elastic-plastic or two-wave structure near the shock front can be clearly identified for type-2 and 3 grains [Figs. 4(a) and 4(c)], but only a single wave for type 1 grains [ Fig. 4(b) ]. The shock front structure switches between single and two-wave features as the shock traverses unrotated and rotated grains. In contrast, the elastic precursor is observed for all shock strengths simulated, in the case of type 2 monocrystal shocked along the T1-direction. This dynamic change in shock-front structure is also apparent for the T2-direction loading, but absent for the L-direction loading since all the grains are identical with respect to the shock direction.
The switch between single-and two-wave structures is illustrated with the 1D particle velocity profiles (Fig. 5 ) along the shock direction in a region containing only k-type GBs (Fig. 4) . We choose this particular region to remove the effect of l-and m-type GBs. transition when the shock propagates from grain 3 to grain 1. When the two-wave shock in grain 3 (11 ps and 11.4 ps) reaches GB A (11.8 ps), the elastic precursor is suppressed, the particle velocity in the GB region of type 1 grain rises gradually, forming a "ramp" front with a width of about 25 Å (12.2 ps), which steepens into a single steep shock in grain 1 (12.6 ps). An opposite case is presented in Fig. 5(b) , where the single-to two-wave transition occurs when the shock propagates from a type-1 grain into a type-3 grain through GB B.
The single-wave shock front broadens and flattens (15.2 ps), and then a well defined elastic precursor forms (after 15.4 ps). In addition to shock front structure changes, there are corresponding changes in the peak particle velocity as the shock traverses grains with different orientations and thus different impedances. Similar observations were made for incoherent twin boundaries. 35 The dynamic changes in the shock front structure and peak state during its propagation in the nanocrystalline Cu can directly affect the spatial characteristics of physical properties in the region behind the front. Figure 6 shows typical temperature fields, T(x, y), for the T1-and T2-direction loadings with u p = 2.5 km s −1 . The temperature in the left portion of the GB region in grain 1 [A-C in Fig. 6(a) , and A and B in Fig. 6(b) ] is relatively low when shock enters from grain 3 or 2 into grain 1. Conversely, hotspots form within grains 2 and 3 in the GB triple junction regions [E and F in Fig. 6(a) , and C and D in Fig. 6(b) ], and heat conduction also raises the temperature in grain 1. This phenomenon is partly due to the steepness (or loading rate) of the shock front before it impinges on the GBs: it is much steeper for the path of grains 1 → 2 or 3 than that of grains 3 or 2 → 1; and another reason is that the peak values (e.g., u p ) are also higher in grains 2 and 3 than in grain 1 (Fig. 5) . The strain concentrations at the GB triple junctions also contribute to elevated temperatures. The passage of a shock wave induces temperature gradients near GBs, and thermal diffusion ensues to achieve thermal equilibrium. In addition, the GB planes parallel to the shock direction (T2-direction loadings) seem to have negligible influence on the wave structure and other physical properties.
Next we describe in detail melting transition dynamics of the columnar nanocrystalline Cu under different loading directions and make connections between melting dynamics and microstructure.
For the T1-direction loading, hotspots form at GBs between grains of types 1 and 2, or types 1 and 3 [ Fig. 6(a) ], which may result in melting of these specific regions. Figure 7 shows 2D distribution of E p as well as the atomic configuration of a GB triple junction for u p = 2.0 km s −1 . The correspondence between the high-E p areas and the disordered configurations, or vice versa, indicates melting at the hotspots, e.g., the left GB regions in grains 2 and 3 where partial melting has already occurred [ Fig. 7(a) ]. Moreover, we observe that the temperature of the hotspot regions is still lower than T m (P) indicating a local melting-supercooling state. As the temperature of the hotspots decreases due to latent heat and thermal diffusion into cooler surroundings, the melted zone re-crystallizes quickly, growing from deformed grain 1, or unmelted parts of grains 2 and 3 (they thus serve as heterogeneous nucleation sites). When re-crystallization becomes stabilized, the positions of GBs shift from grain 1 into grains 2 and 3 [ Fig. 7(b) ], yielding the growth of grain 1. When the piston velocity increases (u p = 2.5 km s −1 ), we still observe hotspot-induced melting which is limited to certain preferred GB regions. In addition, type-2 and 3 grains behind the shock front transform into a partially melted state, while type-1 grains remain solid [ Fig. 8(a) ]. Since the bulk Hugoniot state is well below T m (P), the partially melted type-2 and 3 grains undergo transiently a certain degree of supercooling, and the melt recrystallizes around type-1 grains and the unmelted part of type-2 and 3 grains [Figs. 8(b) and 8(c)]. At the end of recrystallization, a solid polycrystalline structure forms, consisting of enlarged and deformed type-1 grains and reduced type-2 and 3 grains with curved GBs [ Fig. 8(d) ]. This interesting phenomenon is referred to as shock-induced, local "apparent premelting," supercooling, and recrystallization with grain resizing (coexistent grain growth and shrinkage). The bulk temperature in the region behind shock increases as recrystallization progresses, due to latent heat release [ Fig. 3(a) ]. Furthermore, the recrystallized solid is highly deformed and no well-defined defective structures such as dislocations, twins, or shear bands can be discerned. Recrystallization of supercooled melt was observed in shock melting of single crystal Fe. 36 Interestingly, E p in the post-shock GB regions between type-2 and 3 grains is relatively lower (Fig. 8) , and such regions are more difficult to become melted than the other portions of these grains. We attribute this phenomenon to partial GB annihilation, which in turn is due to the lattice bending or rotation [e.g., the dashed curve in grain 3, Fig. 9(a) ] of these GB regions as the shock wave traverses and subsequent enhancement of local ordering. The lattice bending/rotation in the narrow GB regions results in a more ordered, lower E p structure [ Fig. 9(b) ], which is relatively more resistant to melting. Similar phenomenon was observed in shock loading of Cu powders at lower shock strengths. 37 With increasing shock strengths, the extent of partial melting of the type-2 and 3 grains increases accordingly. For u p = 2.8 km s −1 , each of such grains is melted except for the narrow regions near the GBs between them with lower E p as discussed above [ Fig. 10(a) ]. Complete melting of the type-2 and 3 grains occurs for u p ≥ 2.9 km/s [Figs. 10(d) and 10(g)]. Since the bulk Hugoniot states are still below the thermodynamic melting curve T m (P), the melt is supercooled as a whole, and recrystallizes around the solid part of the system [Figs. 10(b), 10(e), and 10(h)]. The recrystallization is accompanied by an increase in temperature until thermal and mechanical equilibria are achieved toward the melting curve [ Fig. 3(a) ]. If the final states are below the melting curve, all the partial melt recrystallizes into a nanocrystalline solid [ Fig. 10(c) ] with a modified GB microstructure. On the other hand, if the evolution of pressure and temperature intercepts the melting curve, the recrystallization terminates and a solidliquid mixture is produced [ Figs. 10(f) and 10(i) ]. Fig. 3(a) also shows that solidification time increases rapidly as the shock Hugoniot approaches the melting curve, as in the cases of u p = 2.5-3.0 km s −1 . Figure 11 shows the local atomic configuration changes in the regions enclosed by squares in Fig. 10 , during solidification for various shock strengths. For u p = 2.8 km s −1 , it can be clearly seen that melt crystallizes around type-1 grains and the unmelted GB regions between type-2 and 3 grains [ Figs. 11(a) and 11(b) ], resulting in a polycrystalline structure [ Fig. 11(c) ]. For u p = 2.9 km s −1 and 3.0 km s Figs. 12(a)-12(c) ], where the Hugoniot state is on T m (P), type-2 and 3 grains maintain the liquid state while type-1 grains remain as solid, so the coexisting solid and liquid mixture state is sustained over the period of 150 ps. This feature can be readily identified from the atomic configurations in Figs. 13(a)-13(c) , where solid and liquid are distinguished with the local order parameter ψ.
For u p = 3.2 km/s [Figs. 12(d)-12(f) and 13(d)-13(f)], type-1 grains start to melt heterogeneously from the solidliquid interfaces, especially from their right-hand boundaries (traversed by the grain 1→2 or 1→3 paths), which experience a higher shock temperature as explained above. The bulk temperature decreases slowly as melting continues due to the latent heat of fusion [ Fig. 3(a) ]. When the evolution reaches the melting curve, melting stops and a mixture state with a small portion of solid is maintained. When the shock is strong enough (u p = 3.3 km/s), melting occurs both heterogeneously from boundaries and homogeneously from within type-1 grains [Figs. 12(g)-12(i) and 13(g)-13(i)]. The entire system becomes completely melted after a long observation time (150 ps), and the Hugoniot then enters the liquid regime (Fig. 2) .
For the T2-direction loading, the general features of melting transition are similar to those for the T1-direction similar to type-1 grains in the T1-and T2-direction loading cases. Therefore, neither apparent shock structure changes nor bulk premelting of type-2 and 3 grains is detected. However, local, partial "premelting" of GBs is observed because of their high energy as well as reduced ordering, which lower the energy barrier to melting. . This process is also apparent in the E p and T distributions (Fig. 16) , where the bulk melting and growth of GBs are manifested in the high E p and low T zones. As melting progresses, the average temperature decreases gradually due to the latent heat of fusion, and melting ceases as the temperature reaches the melting curve (Fig. 17) . Hence, the entire system turns into a partial melting state where the GB regions are completely melted but the grain interiors remain solid. When the shocks are sufficiently strong (u p ≥ 3. , the spatial distribution of the melted GB along the radial direction is characterized in terms of the 1D order parameter profiles as shown in Fig. 18(a) . The profiles can be fitted to a sigmoid function
where y is defined along the GB normal, subscripts 1 and 2 denote the high and low plateau values, respectively, y 0 is the center of the interface, and w represents a characteristic length scale of the interface width. Then, the width (W ) of the melted GBs is taken as the full width at half maximum value of the order parameter profile. Figure 18 (b) shows the time evolutions of melted GB width obtained from the sigmoidal fittings at different times. It can be found that the velocity of the melting interface along the radial direction decreases with time because of the decrease in average temperature due to the latent heat. The melting interface stops growing at about 80 ps after the shock loading when temperature reduces to the melting curve and an equilibrium partial melting state is achieved. The temperature decrease also leads to increased local ordering at later times as seen in Fig. 18(a) . We describe the width evolution W (t) with the following exponential equation:
Here, W max is the asymptotic value of the width of a GB melting zone, and increases with increasing shock strengths. τ represents a characteristic time, which appears to be a constant of ∼14 ps for u p ranging from 3.0 to 3.2 km s −1 . We have obtained a general picture of anisotropic melting transition of the columnar nanocrystalline Cu under different loading conditions. In fact, melting dynamics of the nanocrystalline system is closely related to the shock responses of its constituent single crystals. In the single crystal simulations, shock melting of the type-2 monocrystals differs considerably from the type-1 monocrystal. For the former, partial melting and recrystallization occur in the range of 2.25 ≤ u p ≤ 2.8 km s −1 as indicated from the time evolution of temperature [ Fig. 3(b) ], and complete melting takes place for u p ≥ 2.9 km s −1 , with obvious supercooling states as seen from the Hugoniot curve (Fig. 2) . Conversely, the type-1 monocrystal remains as solid until its superheating limit of ∼20% (u p = 3.3 km s −1 ) before the homogeneous melting mechanism is evoked. In the case of the columnar nanocrystal system, partial melting and recrystallization of type-2 and 3 grains have been observed for the T1-and T2-direction loadings. But different from the monocrystalline cases, supercooled in bulk, completely melted, states are absent in the columnar nanocrystalline Cu. This difference could be attributed to the lack of recrystallization nucleus in the supercooled melt (for the monocrystal system), while the difficult-to-melt, solid, type-1 grains serve as the recrystallization nucleation sites in the columnar nanocrystalline Cu. As a result, the melted type-2 and 3 grains always recrystallize around type-1 grains as long as supercooling occurs. Moreover, superheating of type-1 grain at thermal and mechanical equilibria as that in the monocrystal system is also absent in the columnar nanocrystal Cu due to GBs and heat conduction. Some specific reasons are: (1) GBs and local hotspot formation serve as heterogeneous nucleation sites and thus suppress bulk superheating. (2) The melting of "low melting point" type-2 and 3 grains reduces the average temperature substantially. However, local, transient superheating does exist.
It is also worth clarifying some nomenclature and concepts here: premelting, superheating, and supercooling. Premelting may occur locally at defects, or globally in a single crystal shocked along preferred orientations (local or bulk premelting). In contrast, there are certain cases called "apparent premelting," where actual melting occurs at hotspots with temperatures being equal to or above T m . Supercooling is a direct result of premelting. For shocked polycrystalline solids, local premelting, superheating, and supercooling can occur but may only be transient, and the bulk Hugoniot states appear to follow the equilibrium melting curve. For shocked single crystals, bulk premelting, superheating, and supercooling states can exist metastably as well defined Hugoniot states.
IV. SUMMARY
MD simulations are performed to study shock-induced melting of idealized hexagonal columnar nanocrystalline Cu loading along three principal directions. Our results show that, although the (P, T) Hugoniots of the columnar nanocrystalline Cu are similar for various loading directions, i.e., bulk melting behaviors are similar and the Hugoniot states follow the equilibrium melting curve, the exact melting dynamics and local melting features are highly anisotropic. We observe rich phenomena with regards to wave propagation, and local melting and recrystallization phenomena, including premelting and superheating, supercooling and recrystallization, as well as shock-induced grain boundary annihilation.
For the transverse (T1 and T2) loading directions, the shock front structure alternates between single-and two-wave structures periodically due to the periodicity in grain structure. Because of the distinct dynamic responses of its constituent grains, partial and complete premelting of the rotated grains occur for the Hugoniot states well below the thermodynamic melting curve. The unstable supercooled melt recrystallizes from nucleation seeds, leading to a nanocrystalline solid with a modified grain structure, or a solid-liquid mixture. For sufficiently strong shocks, recrystallization is absent and the reference grains melt heterogeneously from interfaces and homogeneously from inside. For the longitudinal (L) loading, neither shock front structure changes nor bulk premelting occurs, except for the limited, local, partial premelting of the GBs for "weak" shocks. Stronger shocks induce bulk heterogeneous GB melting, followed by homogeneous melting.
Premelting of the rotated grains and superheating of the reference grains occur but are unstable, and they are ultimately eliminated by the progression of recrystallization of supercooled liquid or heterogenous melting through heat conduction. If a shock is supported for a sufficiently long period to achieve thermal and mechanical equilibria, the partial melting regime of a Hugoniot for a polycrystalline solid coincides with the thermodynamic melting curve. However, transient, local premelting or superheating is still possible for a polycrystalline solid if thermal and mechanical equilibria are not warranted. Such equilibria depend on loading and likely on grain sizes, which are concerned with heat conduction length and time scales, loading duration, and melt fraction. 
